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Abstract and Keywords
This chapter reviews research on the history of inequality in education. Across the globe
and since the advent of formal schooling, children from wealthier families have had ac
cess to more education, and more costly education, than their less affluent peers. More
physically and intellectually advantaged children have also, on average, had greater edu
cational opportunities than their less fortunate peers. Yet within this general historic
truth lies considerable variation in terms of how, to what extent, and by what political jus
tification educational inequalities have existed and persisted. Historians have sought to
explain variations in inequality in education across time and place and to situate those in
equalities within a larger sociohistoric context. One overarching finding from this large
and varied body of research is that reform of school systems’ organization and practices
is frequently a necessary but insufficient strategy in reducing inequalities in education.
Keywords: inequality, tracking, segregation, disability, intelligence testing, educational access, history

THE historical record on inequality in education is in many ways clear. Across the
globe and since the advent of formal schooling, children from wealthier families have had
access to more education, and more costly education, than their less affluent peers. Chil
dren from wealthier and higher-status families have also had superior educational out
comes than their less fortunate peers, whether measured in years completed, degree at
tainment, achievement test scores, or posteducational careers and income. Yet within this
general historic truth lies considerable variation in terms of how, to what extent, and by
what political justification these inequalities have existed and persisted. Historians of ed
ucation have sought to explain variations in inequality across time and place and to situ
ate those inequalities within a larger sociohistoric context—often with the hope that illu
minating the past will help to make sense of, and perhaps inform, the present. One over
arching finding from this large and varied body of research is that reform of school sys
(p. 335)
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Inequality in Education
tems’ organization and practices is frequently a necessary but insufficient strategy in re
ducing inequalities in education.

The Role of the State in Expanding Equal Ac
cess
At the most basic level, inequality in education can be defined by unequal access. In soci
eties without any public provision of schooling, educational inequality is often quite se
vere: those with the means may purchase an education; everyone else is reliant on their
families and/or charitable schooling provided by local civic or religious organizations. His
torians agree that in general access to education has increased across most of the world
over the past two centuries. While recent reports suggest that in some nations access to
higher education may today be on the decline, this is a relatively new development within
a larger (p. 336) history of educational expansion; globally, increasingly more youth have
attended school for increasingly more years with every passing decade. Historians have
also been in relative agreement about which countries and regions provided mass access
to education and when, with portions of the United States and Prussia leading the way in
the nineteenth century, much of Europe and North America catching up and in some cas
es surpassing the early leaders, developing nations of Asia and elsewhere following suit,
and widespread access to formal education generally occurring later in much of Latin
America and Africa.1
Historians are in far less agreement, however, about which cultural, political, and eco
nomic conditions help explain regional and national variation in access to education. At
the center of the debate is a question about the role of the state in promoting equal ac
cess to education and the relationship between democratic governance and school enroll
ment rates. For much of the twentieth century historians tended to assume that central
ized control over schooling led to increased access, as top-down rule-making, especially
when accompanied by funding, could override local resistance and discriminatory prac
tices. Yet in recent years many scholars have challenged the notion that centralization of
authority over schooling has historically increased access. Drawing on large-scale, longi
tudinal data sets to make regional, national, and in some cases local comparisons, these
scholars conclude instead that the type of governing authority and the degree to which it
represented the general population may have mattered more in terms of broad access to
education than whether this authority was part of a centralized or localized system.
Some historians have argued that local control actually produced greater access to
schooling in many communities—especially in nations with strong civic organizations and/
or a powerful ruling class uninterested in expanding educational opportunity. These
scholars note, for example, that it was local control of education in the United States and
Prussia that allowed those states to become leaders in the provision of mass education in
the nineteenth century, while the centralized systems of France and England served as
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obstacles to educational equality, largely because their ruling elites were opposed to in
creasing access to the masses.2
On the other hand, some scholars maintain that historically centralization of educational
authority has been crucial to expanding opportunities—in part because strong centralized
governments had both the political and the economic means to implement universal
schooling. Small, in-depth studies of nineteenth-century Switzerland and Sweden, for ex
ample, found that state intervention in education, and in particular the infusion of govern
ment funds, led to greater equity in both access and resources. Others have argued that
the establishment of a centralized education system, with expanded access to schooling,
has often been part of the process of state formation itself, pointing to examples as di
verse as nineteenth-century France, Prussia, and the northern United States, as well as
the Scandinavian states of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, and the East Asian states of
Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Taiwan.
Still other comparative historians have argued that the type of state mattered in the ex
pansion of educational opportunities even more than the intensity of its formation, and
most specifically, that democratic governance was more strongly associated with educa
tional access than the strength of the state itself. Researchers interested in the relation
ship between political and economic inequality and educational opportunity in Latin
America, for example, have found that political and economic elites had little incentive to
provide public education to the masses in grossly unequal societies and that increased
public (p. 337) spending on schooling was often related to increased democracy, while the
concentration of wealth—and specifically of land—was related to minimal educational ac
cess.
As a group, these scholars’ general argument is that plantation-style landholders saw no
need for an educated workforce in the way that industrial capitalists may have, and that
the landed elite were therefore unlikely to invest public dollars in schooling for the poor.
As Peter Lindert explains, where “political voice was restricted to those holding substan
tial property, poor children got little help from the taxpayers.” Other scholars have made
a similar argument relating landholding practices to schooling, noting that land reform or
wider land distribution was associated with expanded access to education in a variety of
contexts, ranging from district variations in India, to state comparisons in the United
States and histories of land reform in Japan, Korea, Russia, and Taiwan.3
In summary, research on the history of basic access to schooling across much of the de
veloped and developing world points to a complex set of interrelated factors to explain
why some regions and nations provided education to the masses when others did not. To
the extent that there is one common thread running through all of these studies it is that
nations and regions offered and expanded public education when those in power per
ceived that doing so would produce benefits beyond the gains accrued by individual stu
dents and families—whether those benefits were understood to be political, social, or eco
nomic.
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Much of the research reviewed above uses large-scale data sets to track public invest
ment in education through time and across nations and regions and assumes a relation
ship between schooling and economic productivity—often characterizing all schooling,
once accessed, as equal. Yet the relationship between equality in access to schooling and
a nation’s economy is not clear-cut, in part because school attendance does not guarantee
the attainment of specific skills demanded in a labor market. Moreover, not all schooling,
once accessed, is equal. Thus many historians have looked beyond access to schooling as
an indicator of educational equality and instead have examined differences in students’
experiences and outcomes across populations.4

The Role of the Institution in Structuring
Inequality
In many nations and regions, expansion of educational access went hand-in-hand with in
creased differentiation of educational institutions, thereby increasing inequality within
education even as inequalities in access were reduced. In some cases formal differentia
tion entailed distinguishing between private and public sectors; in others the most mean
ingful distinction was between rural and urban schools, or among schools designated by
student race, ethnicity, gender, or religious beliefs, or among schools assigned different
educational purposes. The historiography of differentiation in education is similarly var
ied, and also highly contested—for two main reasons. First, since at least the middle of
the twentieth century, scholarship exploring the historical origins and effects of structur
al differentiation in schooling has occurred against a backdrop of efforts to reduce in
equality in what has often been labeled “educational opportunity”—a term that can refer
to differences in educational outcomes, educational inputs, exposure to educational con
tent, or access to the highest (p. 338) level or highest status educational institutions. Thus
the history of structural differentiation in schooling has been interpreted in particular
policy and legal contexts, and battles over those interpretations have had clear implica
tions for the present.
The second reason the historiography of structural differentiation in education is so con
tested is that the field is still largely responding to the historical “revisionists” of the
1960s, 1970s, and in some parts of the world, 1980s, who challenged the traditional nar
rative of institutional expansion of education as a social good. This perspective has been
expanded, modified, and contested through the years, as scholars have considered its im
plications in the context of colonialism, racial and ethnic oppression, and gender-based
differentiation. Some scholars have rejected the revisionist narrative outright, viewing
public education as an imperfect, but not completely failed, effort to equalize opportunity
through democratic means. Others have been more sympathetic to the revisionist argu
ment in general but reject the notion that differentiated educational systems were creat
ed solely by the elite and imposed unimpeded upon the masses. These historians have
pointed to ways that teachers, students, families, and general citizens rejected or adapted
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educational structures to meet their needs, subsequently helping to shape the broader in
stitution of schooling.5
Regardless of these debates, it is clear that while each nation’s history of educational dif
ferentiation is distinct in important ways, there are many similarities across much of the
globe. In most of Europe, formal differentiation in schooling entailed parallel “streams”
established in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with classical, collegepreparatory institutions like the Prussian Gymnasium and the English grammar school
primarily educating children of the upper classes, while their more “modern,” technical,
and less prestigious counterparts were open to a wider population.
Scholars have debated the origins of these differentiated systems, as well as the princi
ples that guided them. Some have taken a functionalist perspective, maintaining that dif
ferentiated curricula corresponded to differentiated occupational requirements, as chang
ing industry and technologies required the acquisition of new scientific and applied
knowledge best obtained from a technical, even vocational, education. Others have taken
a traditionally revisionist stance and argued that the development of parallel tracks or
streams, whether in distinct schools, as in most of Europe, or within a single school, as in
the case of the comprehensive high school in the United States, was an intentional and
largely successful effort to maintain class privilege under the guise of democratization.
Still others have argued that the formal curriculum was largely beside the point in the
systemic differentiation of schooling; differentiation served to signal status attainment for
those who accessed the highest realms of the education system rather than to facilitate
the learning of any specific skills or capabilities.6
Whatever its origins, there is no question that institutional differentiation both reflected
students’ status and was meant to shape their prospects for the future. In England, for
example, a largely localized system of quasi-public and private schooling that developed
in the late nineteenth century was brought under state control with the 1902 Education
Act, which established a parallel system in which students’ academic and occupational fu
tures were designated at an early age—almost always in relation to their parents’ class
status and ability to pay school fees. The Consultative Committee to the Board of Educa
tion explained in 1906 that schools prepared students for “different walks of life.” While
“higher elementary schools” ended at age fourteen and were intended for those entering
“the lower ranks of (p. 339) industry and commerce,” secondary schools might prepare
youth for higher education and were meant “for the higher ranks and for the liberal pro
fessions.”7
In Australia, “corporate” secondary schools established in the nineteenth century were in
tentionally modeled after the English boys’ and girls’ grammar schools. Some Australian
states later developed public, single-sex secondary schools, which used competitive ex
ams for admission and charged fees, opening up new educational opportunities to a de
veloping middle class. Yet, as in England, the expectation remained that most youth
would complete their education at the primary level while their more affluent peers would
attend private or church-based high schools intended to prepare them for postsecondary
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schooling. In much of northern Europe “modern” or “applied” secondary schools estab
lished in the late nineteenth century were intended to prepare youth for work in the ex
panding middle-class fields of commerce and industry while continuing to limit access to
the elite, “traditional” institutions that prepared students for university and participation
in the learned professions.
In addition to class-based differentiation, many early school systems differentiated stu
dents by gender, often allowing only boys to enroll in top-tier institutions and barring
girls’ access to the equivalent coursework. Gender distinctions were justified on moral
and practical grounds: women were understood to be of different temperament and serve
a different social purpose than men, and many leaders believed that education should re
flect those differences. Catholicism in particular often played a conservative role in seek
ing to maintain such gender differences. As a Belgian Catholic leader remarked in 1903
in response to interest in the American model of coeducation, “In Europe … we will never
raise our seminarians, our future soldiers and sailors, like girls, nor our girls like them.”
Yet recent scholarship has also pointed to instances in which Catholic leadership played a
role in broadening girls’ access to secondary and postsecondary schooling—particularly
in instances in which Catholic schools were competing with Protestant institutions for
students, as in Ireland. In some colonial settings, most notably the Middle East, nuns and
missionaries from a variety of denominations developed vocationally oriented schools for
working-class girls, but also some university-preparatory institutions for the elite. Even
when elite girls had access to the same curriculum as boys, however, in much of the
world girls tended to be educated separately, at least at the secondary level, well into the
twentieth century.8
The history of educational differentiation in the United States diverges from the Euro
pean model in two ways. First, across much of the Midwest and North, public education
began early in the nineteenth century with “common” primary schools open to all white
youth, regardless of family background or gender. Although by the early twentieth centu
ry school leaders in many American cities had changed tactics and began separating or
“tracking” students by perceived ability and/or likely occupational futures—distinctions
that overwhelmingly correlated with students’ family background—this form of differenti
ation was never as rigid as most European and European-style streams. American tracks
tended to coexist within the same school (and sometimes even within the same class
room), usually enrolled boys and girls together, theoretically allowed students to move in
and out or take courses across tracks, and, if taken to completion, terminated with the
same degree (a high school diploma). This is not to minimize the class and gender sorting
that did occur in U.S. schools. Tracking functioned to designate students by their per
ceived role in society and was intended to limit educational and career opportunities for
those assigned to the (p. 340) lower tracks, whether by exposing them to different curricu
la or merely by signaling where they belonged. Yet compared to other forms of differenti
ation, tracking in the United States was neither as apparent nor as fixed as other institu
tional models.9
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The second way that educational differentiation in the United States was somewhat
unique compared to other nations was that most U.S. systems differentiated schools and
students by race (and at times ethnicity). This happened by law, as in the South prior to
1954, or by practice, as in much of the rest of the nation. Unlike tracking, racial and eth
nic segregation tended to be decidedly inflexible in the United States. Throughout the
country, African American, Mexican American, Asian American, and Native American chil
dren were often educated separately from their white peers and frequently funneled into
programs and classes intended to prepare them for work in agriculture or domestic and
unskilled labor.
Sometimes this segregation was framed as pedagogically based and in students’ best in
terest. For example, some educators maintained that Mexican American children should
be taught in classrooms with other Mexican Americans for language reasons, even if they
were instructed exclusively in English, and in some cases even if the students in question
were fluent English speakers. At other times educators and school leaders made clear
that differentiation by race or ethnicity was based on prejudice alone. In Buffalo, New
York, for example, a principal explained, “Other children should not be mixed-up with the
colored as their standards of morals is so much lower”; teachers in Gary, Indiana, argued
in 1918 that the “promiscuous association” between black and white children should not
be allowed, “particularly in a school with a large number of foreign pupils. They will soon
lose sight of the color line.”10
In recent decades historians have shown that even if racial segregation in American
schooling was intended to maintain racial oppression, what the historian James Anderson
refers to as “the basic tradition” of “schooling for second-class citizenship,” families, stu
dents, and teachers in those communities often did not accept that premise. Instead they
viewed education as a means of liberation and a tool for improving the social and materi
al conditions of the individual and the community. Scholarship on the history of African
American schooling has been particularly robust in this regard; historians have examined
the ways segregated black schools, black high schools in particular, served their students
in terms of curricular offerings, quality of instruction, promotion of community values,
and the importance of “racial uplift.” Other scholars have focused on the ways that fami
lies from racially and ethnically marginalized and oppressed communities fought to elimi
nate structural inequalities in American education. Families and community leaders
struggled against segregation and opposed unequal resource allocation, curricular differ
entiation, and forms of school organization and governance that excluded their participa
tion.11
The United States was not the only nation to segregate its students based on racial or
ethnic classifications. Colonialism and imperialism brought European notions of race and
racial difference to regions across the globe, and scholars have both documented and in
terrogated the ways that colonial and postcolonial powers developed school systems that
differentiated by both race and class. In Fiji, for example, the British colonial government
established elite boarding schools for the children of Fijian nobility in order to prepare
them for their future roles as civil servants and local leaders, while schools intended for
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the Fijian masses and the children of Indian immigrants were expected to focus on agri
cultural, (p. 341) vocational, and homemaking skills; European children meanwhile attend
ed completely separate schools. In apartheid South Africa, the Bantu Education Act of
1953 ensured that government schools were racially segregated, and their purposes were
explicitly distinguished by race. Not only were schools for the Bantu (African) intended to
prepare poor black youth for distinctly subservient roles in South African society, but
white Afrikaners often viewed education as an overt tool in a larger battle of sociopoliti
cal and economic domination. As the education administrator of one province stated in
1961, “We must strive to win the fight against the non-whites in the classroom instead of
losing it on the field.”12
Yet here, too, historians in recent decades have problematized the top-down or traditional
“center to periphery” narrative of colonial and postcolonial educational history, in which
institutional structures or student classifications were transported from Europe and the
United States and imposed upon colonial subjects. Scholars argue instead for a hybrid or
“transnational” understanding of the development of structured differentiation in school
ing, noting that not only were educational institutions often adapted for various contexts,
but that the flow of ideas ran in more than one direction. In particular, some historians
maintain that people under colonial rule did not always accept second-tier, vocationally
oriented schools as legitimate, even when such institutions were the only options offered.
For example, in the 1920s many Haitian people “vote[d] with their feet” by refusing to en
roll their children in the vocational and agricultural schools the occupying U.S. govern
ment attempted to establish. These Haitian families instead demanded a French-style,
classical, academic curriculum to which only the elite had access.
Clive Whitehead makes a similar observation about indigenous families across much of
India and Africa under British rule in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; they
recognized, he argues, that only “an English academic type of education” would lead “to
social and economic advancement and rejected anything less as second best.”
Whitehead’s larger argument is that the British eventually learned that “the fate of edu
cation policy, especially in a hybrid setting, was frequently determined less by the govern
ment than by the attitude of the governed.”13 This is not to suggest that indigenous peo
ples in Southeast Asia or Africa (or elsewhere) created their own educational institutions
independently of colonial rule, but they played a role in what did (or at times did not) de
velop.

Maintaining Differentiation and the Role of
Testing
Whether differentiated school systems were imposed or co-constructed, and whether they
were driven by demand or government action, the rigidity with which class and social dis
tinctions determined a student’s track or institutional placement could vary considerably.
Class-based differentiation in particular was never absolute in most countries. Many
school systems provided some kind of limited pathway for a small number of exceptional
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ly talented lower-class or lower-status youth to advance educationally. The proper identifi
cation of these geniuses to be “raked from the rubbish,” to use Thomas Jefferson’s
phrase, or granted “sponsored social mobility” in British terminology, has been at the
heart of many (p. 342) efforts to reduce inequality in education across the globe—or at
least to expand educational opportunity for the meritorious poor—and historians have de
voted considerable scholarship to examining these strategies and their results.
Scholars have been particularly interested in the relationship between efforts to identify
“merit” or “ability” in schoolchildren in the early twentieth century and newly developed
standardized tests that framed intelligence as innate and measurable, and thus identifi
able in the lower classes. Initially developed in France as a means of distinguishing the
mentally deficient from those of normal intellect, variations of so-called mental, intelli
gence, or IQ tests were utilized in many school systems as a means of classifying youth
and the kind of education they should receive. Historians have examined justifications for
the use of standardized tests as a means of sorting students and have sought to place
these justifications in historic context by locating the rise of intelligence testing within
the growing fields of eugenics, psychology, and psychometrics. Historians have also point
ed out the inherent fallacies in the notion that standardized testing was an efficient
method of establishing meritocracies. Specifically, scholars have demonstrated that intel
ligence tests did not measure what they claimed; instead the tests reinforced social in
equalities, reified economic stratification, and justified racial and ethnic oppression. How
ever, intelligence tests did not, as it turned out, affirm gender distinctions.
A desire to frame intelligence as biologically determined may have made the United
States particularly open to a seemingly objective means of classifying educational poten
tial—especially when the results confirmed racial and ethnic inequalities. Recent histori
cal work demonstrates how the American use of intelligence tests to sort groups as well
as individuals influenced testing regimes in other countries similarly seeking to balance
notions of democracy with the maintenance of racial or ethnic categories.
In early twentieth-century Brazil, for example, intelligence testing at times served as a
linchpin for evolving beliefs about race as biologically determined but open to modifica
tion through appropriate social policy. Thus at the same time that various Brazilian gov
ernments pursued “whitening” efforts aimed at indigenous and Afro-Brazilians, some
school systems administered intelligence tests that reified racial categories in meritocrat
ic terms. As Isaias Alves, the U.S.-trained head of the Tests and Measures Service in Rio
de Janeiro, explained in 1932, “If democracy should be the form of government for the so
ciety … it must be based on a new educational order that gives the more capable the op
portunity to rise to positions of leadership.” In his view, intelligence tests could be used to
harness the democratic potential of state-supported education while simultaneously re
jecting the illusion of egalitarianism: opportunity would be differentiated, but based on in
telligence rather than a societal designation. The subsequent test results affirmed for
Alves and other Brazilian educational leaders that schools should differentiate between
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the more and less capable and that those labels neatly overlapped with existing racial and
economic categories.14
Yet historians also note that democratic notions of meritocracy were not a necessary con
dition for the use of mental testing as a means of differentiating students. Indeed testing
regimes were adopted in many nondemocratic settings. In Southeast Asia, for example,
intelligence tests developed by C. Henry Rice, a psychometrician who trained at Prince
ton University, were first used to both document mental differences between castes and
to establish greater efficiency in missionary schooling. Even within the confines of colo
nialism, Rice believed that intelligence tests would help to “find the most capable, and to
educate (p. 343) them for the leadership of their own people.” Later versions of Rice’s test
and an alternative developed by Scottish-trained Venkatrao Vithal Kamat were used by lo
cal Indian governments, and eventually the Indian centralized state, to organize their
school systems by differentiating students based on measured intelligence.
Mental tests were also widely used in Soviet education in the 1920s for the purpose of
distinguishing ability and selecting students for specialized schools. The tests grew in
creasingly controversial, however, as their results continued to correlate with class and
ethnic distinctions, even though Soviet social policy was supposed to have eliminated, or
at least reduced, these kinds of social differences; in 1936 psychological and intelligence
testing was banned in schools in the Soviet Union, and educators returned to their “pre
revolutionary traditional methods” of selection, including using “school marks and teach
ers’ impressions about behavior” to sort students.15
As the case of Soviet Russia makes clear, while in some arenas intelligence tests perhaps
provided a sheen of scientific objectivity to a contentious process, they were certainly not
required for student sorting. Educational differentiation preceded the rise of intelligence
testing, and many countries and regions continued to rely on other methods to sort stu
dents even as the tests grew in popularity elsewhere. In the Netherlands, for example, a
silent reading test believed to be more predictive of student success than intelligence
tests was widely used for admittance into the upper branches of secondary schools in the
1930s. In Scotland, “qualifying” exams intended to measure knowledge rather than abili
ty were used for selection before the rise of intelligence testing and remained the prima
ry tool through the end of the Second World War; the French system used a similar set of
tests intended to demonstrate educational achievement rather than intelligence. Indeed
the use of mental testing in the United States may have been more “anomalous” than nor
mative, and even there many school districts continued to sort students into tracks with
out the use of testing of any kind, while other districts overruled test results when they
conflicted with teachers’ judgments. This was particularly true in regions outside the for
mally segregated South, where black and Mexican American youth were often placed in
lower-level or vocational tracks regardless of test scores.16
Thus, while eugenics has been widely discredited and most scholars today reject the no
tion of using mental testing to identify racial or ethnic differences in intelligence, some
historians argue that, understood in context, the use of such tests to identify individual
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ability may have been better than other forms of selection in use at the time. Historically,
many proponents of intelligence tests viewed their use as far more egalitarian than exist
ing forms of educational selection, which critics argued were overly influenced by social
and class factors (including, in many nations, parents’ ability to pay) and nonpredictive of
student achievement. As California school administrator Virgil Dickson claimed in 1923,
testing was “more democratic than former systems because it offers to every child a freer
opportunity to use his full capacity.”17
Testing regimes remain in place today in many countries and cities, justified as the best,
most fair, and most accurate means of allocating access to top-tier educational levels,
schools, or specialized programs. They are often framed as measurements of knowledge
and/or achievement rather than assessments of intellectual ability. Because test results
continue to strongly correlate with class and racial differences, however, since at least
the 1980s many nations have sought to reduce unequal educational outcomes through re
forms aimed at the institution of schooling itself rather than schools’ method of selection.

(p. 344)

School Reform in the Postwar Era

The mid-twentieth century saw a flurry of studies in Europe, the United States, and else
where highlighting social inequalities in relation to schooling; it was evident that class
rather than ability produced much educational opportunity. Historians have pointed to
several factors to explain the increased concern about institutional differentiation in the
years since World War II. They include a renewed interest in social justice, particularly in
the context of a war that was won (at least in the West) in the name of democracy, the
growth of socialism in the aftermath of a global depression, enrollment pressures stem
ming from a population boom and increased demand for access to secondary schooling,
and new questions about the notion of intelligence as an innate and measurable con
struct.
In much of Europe and elsewhere, the primary means of seeking to increase equality of
educational opportunity in the postwar era was to change how or when students were
sorted or selected for the upper echelons of schooling. Specifically, many observers and
educators asserted that because of existing class biases, some very capable boys (and
possibly girls) were never given the opportunity to rise to the level of their potential. For
many national leaders, the concern was less about providing opportunity for individual
social mobility and more about promoting economic efficiency. These leaders sought to
identify and cultivate untapped potential in the masses, often referred to as a “reserve of
talent,” rather than allow this reserve to be “wasted” as an unused resource. In the fore
word to a 1959 book entitled Educational Guidance and the Pool of Ability, Scottish edu
cator William MacClelland articulated this view quite clearly: “Nations who wish to retain
their places in the present ruthless world, competition in scientific and other fields must
make full use of the resources of talent of their citizens; and for this purpose they will
have to take steps to ensure that those who have the ability to come into the pool take ad
vantage of the appropriate educational facilities.”18
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In some countries the response was to provide greater access to secondary schooling, of
ten through the creation of new, publicly funded high schools. Expanded access to sec
ondary schooling did not mean expanded access to top-tier, college-preparatory sec
ondary schooling, however. In England, for example, even after the Education Act of 1944
made secondary school attendance compulsory and free, studies showed that the use of
selective exams, coupled with the elimination of scholarship seats, meant that the propor
tion of working-class youth admitted to exclusive grammar schools actually decreased. In
Australia few students who attended the free public high schools completed their pro
grams, while those who enrolled in fee-charging schools had much higher rates of com
pletion and university attendance. Educational “opportunity,” it seemed, was still greatly
dictated by family background.
Another response to the problem of “educational wastage” was, in many countries, to de
lay or eliminate selection entirely, thus offering all youth the same education and decreas
ing the chances that untapped talent would be lost in the lower streams. Reformers rea
soned that if more students were given the same, or “common,” schooling experience for
more years, they would have a more equal chance of progressing to the next level of
schooling, whether the next level was advanced secondary schools or, increasingly as en
rollment in secondary institutions expanded throughout Europe, university. In Sweden,
Norway, and (p. 345) Denmark comprehensive schools that kept youth together until very
late in their adolescence were the most extreme version of this new model, but nearly
every Western European nation and many others eventually delayed separating students
into different types of schooling. In many cases educational and political leaders looked to
the U.S. comprehensive high school as a model, noting that even with tracking, a far
greater percentage of U.S. youth, and lower-class youth in particular, completed the years
of schooling needed for admittance to a university than did youth elsewhere. According to
a 1967 study, for example, 63 percent of American youth from working-class backgrounds
completed the “pre-university year” (last year of high school), compared to only 3 percent
in England and 1 percent in West Germany.
Yet the results of delaying selection—“going comprehensive”—proved disappointing
across much of Europe and elsewhere. Sociologists and economists have used a variety of
methods for calculating “educational opportunity” in relation to class and social status,
but generally conclude that for the most part expanded access to higher levels of educa
tion increased participation across populations but did not significantly alter inequalities
between them. That is, more youth of all backgrounds attended secondary schools in the
second half of the twentieth century, but the predictive value of relative privilege re
mained stable: children from higher-income and/or -status families remained more likely
to enroll in upper-echelon educational institutions and more likely to complete their stud
ies. This was true even in socialist countries that had explicit policies in place intended to
reduce both social inequality more generally and inequality of educational opportunity
specifically.19
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In the United States, postwar school reform was not aimed at class-based educational
sorting but at racial segregation. Reformers first banned state-mandated separation of
students based on racial categorization, and then sought to undo racial segregation in ar
eas where, while not required by law, the practice had been condoned or enabled by gov
ernment action. Historians have debated the success of school desegregation in the Unit
ed States, which lasted roughly two decades and took on many forms and permutations.
When students from different backgrounds attended the same schools, many of the overt
signs of structural differentiation dissipated, including unequal distribution of resources
and access to curriculum. Yet new structures of differentiation were often implemented in
their place. Large desegregated high schools, for example, often had remedial classes or
lower-level “general” academic tracks that did not seek to prepare students for college or
skilled jobs and in which African American and Latino students were overrepresented.
The growth of special education designations, particularly around identified behavioral
and emotional problems, was another form of structured differentiation and served to re
move a disproportionate number of poor and African American and Latino youth from the
regular classroom, as did exclusionary disciplinary policies that resulted in higher sus
pension and expulsion rates for African American boys in particular.
Moreover, while racialized inequities in student outcomes were at their lowest during the
height of school desegregation in the United States, federal court decisions limiting the
reach of desegregation orders to city borders for much of the country meant that residen
tial segregation served to maintain racial differentiation in schooling in many communi
ties. Thus later reform efforts focused less on reducing racial segregation in schooling
and more on equalizing opportunities within differentiated settings through reallocation
of resources or decentralized decision-making.20
(p. 346)

Racial and ethnic differentiation in schooling occurred in much of Europe in the

late decades of the twentieth century as well, although in general this historic form of dif
ferentiation and its effects have not been well researched. Religious and ethnic discrimi
nation existed in earlier eras in Europe. The history of the Roma, in particular, serves as
an example of cross-national state-sponsored school segregation and/or exclusion prior to
World War II. Yet most countries did not begin to address racial and ethnic diversity in
their student populations until after the war, as changing labor markets and the end of
colonialism brought increasing numbers of immigrants from Asia, Africa, and the
Caribbean to Europe. The educational histories of these groups remain relatively under
studied.
The most established national historiography in this regard is from England, with Chris
Mullard’s influential assertion in 1985 that British policy toward immigrant and nonwhite
students went through three phases: assimilationist (from the postwar to 1965), integra
tionist (from 1965 through the early 1970s), and pluralistic (from 1970s through 1985).
Other scholars have followed or responded to this construction, arguing that integra
tionist policies were really just another version of assimilationism, for example, or tracing
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the ways that formally integrationist policies were used to deny minority youth access to
schooling.21
Some scholars have also pointed out that in many countries, children from lower-status
families have historically been more likely than others to be labeled in need of special ser
vices, a designation that often separates youth from their peers, physically and/or cate
gorically. Often termed “special education,” this form of structured differentiation in
schooling, which increased after World War II, is in need of more attention from histori
ans of education. Nevertheless its relatively modest historiography makes clear that it
has provided greater opportunities for some youth and limited options for others.
Segregating children with disabilities from the general population was common to vary
ing degrees throughout the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth centuries. Justifica
tions for the practice shifted through time and place, as did the extent to which such chil
dren received any education at all. The earliest specialized schools were often for the
deaf and blind, but institutions for youth termed “feeble-minded,” “idiots,” or “imbeciles”
also existed in many countries and regions, as did schools for delinquents and children
simply considered difficult to teach. Often specialized schooling was available only for
those whose parents had the means to pay tuition (and sometimes boarding expenses);
otherwise the education of those labled disabled was taken up by charity organizations or
simply not available. In those cases, children with special educational needs either re
mained at home with their parents or attended school with their peers—sometimes suc
cessfully but more typically with fairly negative results.
Where specialized educational settings did exist alongside regular schooling, they were
often portrayed as a means of protecting society from possible contagion and/or the edu
cational burden special-needs children were understood to impose. At the same time,
however, segregated settings were also often thought to be in the best interest of the chil
dren they served, as such settings could be organized to provide a specialized education
appropriate to particular kinds of students’ needs and abilities. Special schools and class
rooms would “save these children from themselves,” in the words of Milwaukee’s superin
tendent of schools in 1907, and also “save the state from the harm” these children could
cause.22
In the postwar decades, school systems across the globe broadened access to education
for students with a variety of physical, cognitive, and mental disabilities, while simultane
ously increasing the categories and designations of students in need of special services.
Historians have pointed to multiple, complementary explanations for this vast bureaucrat
ic (p. 347) expansion in special education, noting that shifts in scientific understandings of
intelligence and disability coincided with an increased focus on individual rights and a re
jection of exclusionary eugenics, broadening access to schooling for the disabled. At the
same time, the rise in special education designations in most countries occurred along
side a general postwar focus on increasing educational opportunity and extending the age
of compulsory education. Many school systems experienced rising enrollment rates, espe
cially among the poor and traditionally disenfranchised, and students from relatively im
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poverished backgrounds and/or members of racial and ethnic minority or immigrant
groups were disproportionately represented in the new, special designations.
In the United Kingdom, for example, new regulations stemming from the 1944 Education
Act created eleven specific special-needs categories for students, ranging from blind and
partially sighted (now considered distinct populations) to the maladjusted and the “educa
tionally sub-normal” (ESN). ESN was a particularly important new category, intended to
be more technical than prior labels of “backward” or “mentally defective” and more inclu
sive of students who were considered “normal” based on IQ tests but demonstrated prob
lems associated with either their learning or their behavior. In a few short decades, the
percentage of students labeled ESN (later changed to ESN-M to indicate a moderate or
mild “subnormality” as opposed to students labeled ESN-S with more severe diagnoses)
more than doubled, and a disproportionate number were from immigrant homes. Similar
ly, in the Netherlands the government created a new type of special school in 1949 for
youth with IQs in the normal range who were identified as having learning or behavioral
problems. Working-class youth were disproportionately represented in this category, and
their numbers grew exponentially in the decades that followed, even as the Dutch devel
oped more and more categories of special schools, up to seventeen in 1967.
Some historians maintain that the expansion of special education designations and ser
vices in the second half of the twentieth century served to extend existing forms of educa
tional differentiation, usually in the name of meeting students’ particular educational
needs. In the United States, the postwar expansion of special education categories coin
cided with school desegregation efforts, often allowing schools and districts to forestall
racial integration through the provision of “compensatory” services intended to address
the social and psychological effects of poverty and racial oppression. In Boston, for exam
ple, school administrators and public officials in the 1960s intentionally defined “disad
vantaged” as a disability partly to qualify for federal aid and partly out of a belief that stu
dents living in social and economic isolation, with unstable families and little connection
to larger American society, really were “handicapped” and required specialized instruc
tion.
In addition to viewing poverty and cultural differences as disabilities, U.S. schools and ed
ucators often misdiagnosed African Americans and English learners as suffering from
learning disabilities; when diagnostic practices were challenged in court—and specifically
the use of IQ tests to label and track students—some school systems began identifying
poor and minority students as behaviorally or emotionally disabled instead. Many Euro
pean nations utilized similar practices; even as they worked to reduce segregated set
tings by promoting greater “inclusion” of special-needs students within the general popu
lation, more and more students from ethnic and racial minority groups received labels of
emotional or behavioral disorders and were removed from the regular classroom and/or
precluded from advancing to higher levels of education. Scholars note that school “ac
countability” measures adopted in the late twentieth century appear to have exacerbated
this trend, as schools assessed by student scores on standardized exams have a practical
incentive to shift (p. 348) low-achieving students to special settings or exclude them from
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school entirely. Thus while the expansion of specialized educational services in the post
war era brought much needed attention to the diverse instructional needs of a wide vari
ety of children, this form of structural differentiation may have also exacerbated racial,
ethnic, and class distinctions.23

Recent Developments
In recent decades, and partly in response to the perceived failures of earlier efforts, ac
tivists, philanthropists, and policymakers seeking to decrease inequalities in education
through institutional reforms have shifted their focus away from reducing structural dif
ferentiation and toward what many broadly refer to as increasing “educational opportuni
ty” regardless of institutional setting. Their strategies can essentially be divided into two
categories: efforts to “level the playing field” through supplementary services like early
childhood education and targeted compensatory programs that funnel additional re
sources to schools with high poverty rates, and neoliberal policies aimed at holding
schools and educators accountable for student achievement through test-based interven
tions and the market mechanism of school choice. In addition, some advocates and re
searchers have begun to look more closely at what happens in the classroom to identify
causes for the relatively low academic achievement of the disadvantaged and argue that
improved access to academic content (sometimes termed “opportunity to learn”) and/or
culturally appropriate pedagogy may serve to reduce inequalities in educational out
comes.
Full histories of these most recent reform efforts have yet to be written, but researchers
engaged in both large-scale comparisons and local case studies of recent school reforms
point to three central patterns upon which future historians will likely elaborate. First,
several decades of evidence make clear that market-based choice programs exacerbate
inequalities between schools rather than reduce them, unless the choice programs entail
intentional, equity-aimed measures. Specifically, choice often leads to increased racial
and class segregation, and choice models that allow schools to select students (through
competitive admissions) promote additional academic inequalities in both access and out
comes. Second, state-provided or supplemented early childhood education programs
seem to be a promising means of weakening the predictive power of family background
on students’ educational outcomes, although the type and quality of program appear to
matter considerably. Third, while the value of mandating a common curriculum for all stu
dents is still highly contested, evidence indicates that testing regimes alone are unlikely
to create equal access to content and instruction and have been found to foster academic
inequalities when matched with high-stakes “accountability” measures that penalize
schools, teachers, and students for low scores.
This review of research on the history of inequality in education reveals both the poten
tial and the limitations of institutional reforms aimed at decreasing educational inequali
ties. While state action can expand access for some and likely weaken the predictive pow
er of a student’s racial, ethnic, and class background on his or her academic performance
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and advancement, history suggests that unless reforms address the broader social and
economic inequalities within which schooling is located, the relatively advantaged will
likely continue to find ways to protect their existing status within the realm of
schooling.24
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